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Introduction 
Let S C Z>0 be a sub-semigroup of Z>0. Assume that there exists c ~ S such that 
c + Z> 0 C S. Let 1 _< nl < n2 <""  < rig(S) be such that m e Z> 0 \ S if and only if m = ni 
for some 1 _< i<_g(S). We call (nl, ..., ng(s)) a gap sequence o f  genus g(S). 
Let C be a smooth, irreducible curve of genus g> 1 defined over the field C of 
the complex numbers. Let P be a point on C. Let n e Z___ 1. We write h°(nP) instead 
of dim(H°(C, ©c(nP))). We say that n is a gap at P if h°((n - 1)P) = h°(nP). Other- 
wise, we say that n is a non-gap at P. Using the Theorem of Riemann-Roch, one 
can prove that the number of gaps at P is equal to g and each one of them is at most 
equal to 2g-  1. Let l<n l<n2<. . .<ng<2g be such that ni is a gap at P for each 
l< i<g.  Then (n~,n2,...,ng) is a gap sequence of genus g. It is called the 
Weierstrass gap sequence of  P. Each gap sequence that can be obtained in this way 
is called a Weierstrass gap sequence. It is an open problem in the theory of 
Weierstrass points to decide which gap sequences are Weierstrass gap sequences. 
There exist gap sequences which are not Weierstrass gap sequences (see [2]). 
In this paper, it is proved that the following gap sequences are Weierstrass gap 
sequences: 
and 
(1, 2, 3, 4, ..., 2m - 3, 2m - 2, 2m - 1, 2m, 2m + 2, 2m + 4, ..., 2n) 
(1,2,3,4, . . . ,2m-3 ,2m-  2 ,2m-  1, 2m, 2m + 1,2m+ 3,2m + 5, ..., 2n + 1) 
with n _< 2m. This is proved as follows. If C is a trigonal curve, then the mentioned 
gap sequences are the only possible Weierstrass gap sequences for an ordinary 
ramification point of a trigonal covering f :  C -~ [pl. This is proved in Section 6. 
This part of the paper is in a certain sense a continuation of Section 2 in [6]. In Sec- 
tion 7, we prove that each possibility occurs. This proof is very much influenced by 
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the papers of Canuto [3], [4]. In particular, if C is a canonically embedded trigonal 
curve, then C lies on some rational normal scroll S - hence we consider C as a 
smooth divisor on S. This fact is recapitulated in Section 1. In order to prove the 
statements of Section 9, we have to translate some statements of [6] in terms of the 
geometry on S. This is done in Section 5. The geometry on S is recapitulated in Sec- 
tions 2 and 3. In Section 4, a lemma is proved which is, I suppose, well-known but 
I don't know a reference for it. 
The original version of this paper appeared in the preprint series of Utrecht. I arn 
very grateful to the University of Utrecht for giving me the opportunity to make use 
of their preprint series. 
Conventions and notations 
The 'Conventions and notations' of [6] are used in this paper too. It is necessary 
to give the following additions to it. 
If X is a smooth surface and D, D'  are two divisors on X, then we write D.  D' 
for the intersection cycle of D and D'  on X and (D. D ' )  for the degree of that cycle. 
If X is a smooth projective set, then we write K x to denote some canonical 
divisor on X. 
Suppose that g is a complete linear system without fixed points on some smooth 
projective set X associated to the space of global sections of a line bundle L on X. 
Consider the morphism 
f : X--* iP((H°(X,L)) D) 
defined locally by mapping x E X to the following map 
f (x)  : H°(X, L)'-* C : s--'s(x). 
We call this the morphism f :  X--, [P" associated to g. 
. 
Let C be a smooth trigonal curve of genus g -5  and let g~ be the unique one- 
dimensional linear system of degree 3 on C. It is well-known that C is not hyper- 
elliptic, hence the canonical map is an embedding. Therefore, we assume that C is 
canonically embedded in [Pg- 1. It is proved in [9] that C lies on some rational nor- 
mal scroll Sk, t in tP g- 1 for some (g-4) /3  _< k< (g -  2)/2. By such a scroll, we mean 
the following (see [8]). Let ~k and [pl be complementary subspaces in [pg-i (i.e. 
g=k+l+2)  and let R k (resp. RI) be a rational normal curve in [pk (resp. ppl), i.e. 
an embedding of lP 1 in [pk (resp. [pl) by means of the complete linear system on ~1 
of degree k (resp. l). Let ¢:R  k--*Rt be some isomorphism. Then 
Sk, l = U{ (x, q~(x)) : X E Rk } , 
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where (x, ~(x)) is the line in Pg- 1 joining x with ~(x). Those lines (x, ¢}(x)) do not 
intersect each other. This ruling cuts out the linear system g~ on C - in particular 
((x, ~(x)) • C) = 3 for each x e R k. 
In the sequel, we always assume that k<_l. 
. 
The rational normal scroll Sk.t is isomorphic to Ft_ k, which is the rational ruled 
surface P(O~, (~ ~, ( l -k ) ) .  The connection is as follows (see [8, p. 524]). 
Denote E instead of ~ ,~ ~,( l -k )  and let p:  P(E)--, IP 1 be the structure mor- 
phism. Let N be the natural sub-line bundle of p*(E) such that, for each s e P(E) 
corresponding to the line DCEp(s), one has that NsC(p*(E))~ is the same as 
D CEpts). Consider the exact sequence 
O--} N-} p*(E) -, ~qE(1) --} O. 
The line bundle Be(l) on P(E) represents an element [ of Pic(P(E)). Let [ be the 
element of Pic(P(E)) represented by a fibre of p. The linear system [b+kl[ gives 
an embedding of P(E) in pt+k+l. The resulting surface in pt+k+l is a rational 
normal scroll Sk, t. In [8], the divisor E0 represents 1and the divisor C represents t.
In [1, Proposition IV.l(i)], it is proved that 
and 
Pic(P(E)) = 7/. 1) ~) Z. [ (1) 
(b . f ) )=l -k ,  (D-D=I,  (f- D=0. (2) 
Moreover, from [1, Proposition III.18(iv)], it follows that 
IKp(E)[--I-2b+(/-k-2)II. (3) 
Hence, if L is a line of the ruling on Sk, t and if H is a hyperplane section of Sk, t, 
then, because of  (1) and (2) and the fact that He  ]b+k[  I, one has 
Pic(Sk, t) =Z- [L ]~Z.  [H]. (4) 
Moreover, because of (2), one has that 
(H .H)=k+I ,  (H .L )= 1, (L .L )=0 (5) 
and because of (3), one has that 
Igs,.,[ = I -2a+ (1 + k -2 ) t l  = I-2H+ (g- 4)t[. (6) 
. 
Because (R k • H)= k and (Rk-L)= 1, it follows from (4) and (5) that 
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Rke IH- I t l ,  (7) 
and similarly 
Rte  I n -k t l .  (7') 
In particular, using (5) in (7) and (7'), one obtains 
(R k • Rk) = k -  l and (RI. Rt) = 1- k. 
In particular, this gives us that (R k • Rk)<0 if k< l. This proves the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 1. I f  k<l ,  then dim(lRkl)=0, i.e., the only element of  IH-ILI is Rk. 
In [8], the divisor Rk is denoted by E=. 
If C is a smooth, irreducible curve on Sk, t, then [C]=a[L]+b[H] for SOme 
a, be  Z in Pic(Sk, t) because of (4). Moreover, if C is a canonically embedded 
trigonal curve of genus g such that the ruling on Sg, t gives us the linear system g~ 
on C, then 
(C .L )=3,  (C .H)=2g-2 ,  k+l+2=g,  
hence from (5) it follows that a = 2 -k - l  and b = 3. It follows that 
ce  1(2-k- l )Z  + 3HI = [(4-g)L + 3HI. (8) 
On the other hand, assume that C is a smooth, irreducible element of 
t (4 -g)L+3HI .  Because of the Adjunction Formula and the fact that Sk, t is a 
smooth rational surface, one has that 
IKcI = {F" C :Fe IKs,,, 
From (6) it follows that 
IKsk,, + C I = [H I and 
+Cl}. 
(Ksk., + C. C) = 2k+ 2l+ 2, 
hence C is a curve of genus k+l+2 embedded in [pk+t+l by means of canonical 
divisors, i.e., C is a canonically embedded smooth curve of genus g. Moreover, the 
ruling of Sk, t cuts out a linear system g~ on C (the degree follows from (5)) hence 
we can conclude as follows. 
Lemma 2. A smooth irreducible Curve C embedded in Pg-1 is a trigonal canonically 
embedded curve (of  genus g) if  and only if  Ce  l (4-g)L  + 3HI for some rational 
normal scroll Sk, t in Pg-1. The linear system g~ on C is cut out by the ruling of Sk, t. 
. 
By considering trigonal curves as divisors on rational normal scrolls, we work 
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with divisors on smooth, rational surfaces. We are going to make use of the follow- 
ing lemma. 
Lemma 3. I f  D = Yl +"" + Yr is a divisor on a smooth rational surface X with 
Supp(D) connected, Yi irreducible, Yi :g Yj for i :/:j and (Yi. Kx) < O, then 
dim(IO [)=Pa(O)-(gx" D)-  1. (9) 
Moreover, a general element of ID I is a smooth, irreducible curve. 
In their paper "Footnotes to a paper of Beniamino Segre", Math. Ann. 256 
(1981), P. 350, formula (3.4), E. Arbarello and M. Cornalba claim (9) assuming only 
that (Y/ 'Kx)<0. This is not true (see [5, p. 7, the Remark]). In a letter, dated 
September 14, 1983, E. Arbarello agreed on my objection and informed me that (9) 
is correct under assumptions similar to those of Lemma 3 above. Moreover, he 
sketched me a proof which was very alike with the proof of Lemma (0.1) in [5]. Of 
course, I thank E. Arbarello for his letter. For the sake of completeness, I give a 
proof of Lemma 3 in this paper. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Assume that D= I:1- From [10, ((2.3)v)], it follows that a 
general element of [D[ is smooth and therefore dim([D ]) =pa(D) -  (Kx" D) -  1 
(see the proof in [10] of Lemma (2.2)). It is enough to prove the lemma in the case 
r = 2. Therefore, we assume that D = Y1 + I:2 with Yl ~ I"2 and (Yl. Y2)> 0. Because 
of the above argument, we may assume that Y~ and I:2 are smooth irreducible 
curves and from the proof of Tannenbaum, we also have 
dim(H~(Y~, ~ ®ex ~x(Y~)) = 0. 
Consider the exact sequence 
0--, 6o®ex 0x(D)--' ((}r, ®ex ¢)x(D)) G (Pr2 ®ex :Yx(D))--,F'--'O 
and its exact cohomology sequence 
H°(D, 8o Ox(D))-* :r, ¢:x(D))® H°(Yz, ®ex ex(D)) 
-, H°(D,F ' )~ HI(D, t~D ®Ox ©x(D)) 
ex(D))®H (Y2, Or: ex(D)). 
Because D___ Y~, it follows that 
dim(HI(Y/, O~ ®ox ~x(D)) = 0 
and therefore 
dim(H°(Y~, g~r, ®ox ~x(D)))= (Y/-D)-Pa(Y~) + 1. 
Moreover, dim(H°(D,F'))= (Y l" Y:) and therefore 
dim(H°( D, gD ®ex Ox(D))=(D" D)-Pa(D)+dim(Hl(  D, ~o ®~ #x(D))+ 1. 
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From the exact sequence 
O~ ~x---. ~x(D)--'. Oz~ ®ex 6x(D)---.O 
and from dim(HI(X, Cx))=0, because of the regularity of X, we obtain 
dim(H°(X, 6x(D ))) =Pa(D) - (D. Kx) + dim(HI (D, gD ®ax 6x(D ))). 
Therefore 
dim(lD l) = dim([ Y~ l) + dim([ Y2I) + (Y~" Y2) + dim( HI (D, 6D ®ex ~x(D))) 
and because (Yl" Y2)>0, [D[ contains an irreducible curve C with (C. Kx)<0 - 
the lemma now being true because of the first part of the proof. [] 
. 
In [6], the author defined the kind of g~ - denoted by k(g~) - as follows. We say 
that g~ is of the n-th kind if and only if l(ng~) = n + 1 and l((n + 1)g~) > n + 2. It is 
proved in [6] that (g-1)/3<_n<_g/2 (see formula (2.5) in loc. cit.). 
Lemma 4. If C is a smooth element of I 3H+ (4 - g)L], then the linear system g~ on 
C cut out by the ruling of  Sk,1 is of  the (k + 1)-th kind. 
Proof .  Let xl, ..., Xk+l, Xk+2 be k+2 different points on R,. Let Fk+ 1 (resp. Fk+2) 
be the linear span in IP g- 1 of the lines (xi, O(xi)) with 1 _< i <_ k + 1 (resp. 1 _< i_  k + 2). 
Then both Fk+~ and Fg+2 contain pk because of the geometry of rational normal 
curves. Moreover, 
dim(F~+l)<_2k+ 1 and dim(Fk+2)_<2k+3. (I0) 
Also dim(Fk+ i fq [pt)>_ k, because Fk+ ~ ¢'1 pt contains the linear span of the points 
rP(xi) for 1 _< i< k+ 1 and those are k+ 1 different points on the rational normal 
curve Rt. Let dim(Fk+lNPl)=k+e with teE>__ o. Then dim(Fk+~)>_2k+e+l, 
because the linear span of the disjoint spaces pk and Fk+ l f'l IP t is contained in 
Fk+ 1. It follows from (10) that e=0, hence 
dim(Fk + 1) = 2k + 1. (11) 
Moreover, Fk+ 2 is the linear span of Fk+ 1 and (Xk+2, ~(Xk+2) ). But (Xk+2, ~(Xk+2)) 
intersects F k + l at xk + 2, hence 
dim(Fk + 2) - 2k + 2. (12) 
Using the Geometric Riemann-Roch Theorem on C (see [8]), it follows from (11) 
and (12) that l ( (k+l)g~)=k+2 and l((k+2)g~)>k+3, which proves this 
lemma. [] 
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If n#:g/2, then let m=g-n- I .  Combining Corollaries 2.7 and 2.9 of [6], one 
has that 
dim(] lg~ I)= l + ( l -  n) (13) 
if n-< 1_ m. In particular, it follows that 
dim(IK c - mg~ ]) = 0. (14) 
Moreover, deg(Kc - mg~) ~0 if n :~ (g -  1)/3. Let 
]gc-mg~l = {D}. 
The total ramification points P of the morphism f :  C--* IP 1 associated to g~ have 
gap sequence 
(1 ,2 ,4 ,5 , . . . ,3(g/2) -2 ,3(g/2) - l )  if n=g/2, 
(1,2,4,5, ..., 3n -  2, 3n -  1, 3n + e, . . . ,3 (g -n -  1)+e) 
with e E { 1, 2} otherwise. It is proved in [6, Proposition 2.14], that e = 2 if and only 
if D-P>-O. 
Lemma 5. I f  C is a smooth, irreducible element of  13H+(4-g)LI on Sk, t with 
k:/:(g-2)/2 and i f  g~ is the linear system on C cut out by the ruling o f  Sk, t, then 
IKc--mg~l={C.Rk}.  (15) 
From Lemma 5, the following proposition follows. 
Proposition 6. Let C be a smooth, irreducible lement of  13H+(4-g)L] on Sk, t 
with k :/= (g -  2)/2 and let g~ be the linear system on C cut out by the ruling of  Sk, t. 
lf P is a total ramification point o f  the morphism f :  C ~ ~l associated to g~, then 
e = 2 i f  and only i f  P e Rk. 
(This proposition gives a generalization of the remarks made after Lemma 1 in Sec- 
tion 2 of [4]). 
Also, for each (g -  1)/3 <_ n <g/2 there exists a smooth irreducible trigonal curve 
of genus g such that k(g~)=n for the linear system g~ of C. Moreover, if 
(g- 1)/3 < n <g/2,  then there exists a curve C such that f :  C~ ~l _ the morphism 
associated to g~ - has a total ramification point for which e = 2. This follows from 
[6, Theorem 3.4]. Therefore, we can conclude as follows. 
Proposition 7. For each (g - 1)/3 < k <_ g/2, the linear system ] (4 - g)L + 3HI con- 
tains a smooth irreducible curve C. One has 
dim(I (4 -  g)L + 3HI)= 2g + 7. 
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I f  (g -  1) /3<k<g/2,  then - for  each L of  the ruling of  Sk, t - one can choosec 
such that 
C .L=3Rk.L .  
Proof of Lemma 5. Let D1 , . . . ,D  m be m different elements of g~. There exist 
elements L1, . . . ,L  m of the ruling of Sk, t such that L i .C=D i for l<i<_m. For 
Fe  IHI, one has that F. C>-Di implies that F>Li  (because (F. Li) = 1 - see (5)). 
Hence if Fe  IHI such that F. C>_D 1 + . . .  +Dm,  then F=L 1 + . . .  +Lm+["  with 
F' e lH -mLI  = IH- IL I .  
Because of Lemma 1, one has that F'= Rk. It follows that 
IKc -D I  . . . . .  Dml = {Rk. C}. [] 
. 
Theorem 8. Assume that C is a trigonal curve of  even genus g such that the linear 
system g~ on C is of  the (g/2)-th kind. Assume that P is an ordinary ramification 
point of  the morphism f"  C--* ~1 associated to g~. Then P is not a Weierstrass 
point. 
Proof. Assume that 2P+ Q eg~ (in particular QcP) .  One has that 
If P would 
that 
for some 1 
l (gP+(g/2)Q)=(g/2)+ 1. (16) 
be a Weierstrass point on C, then l(gP)> 1. From (16) it would follow 
l (gP+iQ)=l (gP+( i -  1)Q) 
<_ i< g/2, hence Q would be a fixed point of [gP+ iQ[. But 
gP + iQ ~ ig~ + (g - 2i)P, 
hence we would obtain a contradiction. Therefore, P is not a Weierstrass point of 
C. [] 
Lemma 9. Assume that C is a trigonal curve of  genus g such that the linear system 
g~ of  C is o f  the n-th kind for  some n < g/2. Assume that P is an ordinary ramifica- 
tion point o f  the morphism f :  C --* ~1 associated to g~. The first non-gap at P is 
equal to 2n + 1 or 2n + 2. 
Proof. Because of (13), one has 
l((2n + 2)P+ (n + 1)Q) = n + 3 (17) 
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where 2P+ Q ~ g~ (with - of course - P~ Q). It follows that there exists e ~ 7/>o 
such that 
l((2n + 2)P) = 2 + e. (18) 
Assume that e>0.  Because of (17), there exists 1 <_i<_n+ 1 such that 
l((2n + 2)P + iQ)=l((2n ÷ 2)P + ( i -  1)Q) (19) 
hence, Q is a fixed point of [(2n+2)P+iQ[. But 
(2n + 2)P+ iQ ~ 2(n + 1 - i )P+ ig~, 
hence a contradiction. Hence e = 0, i.e. l((2n + 2)P)--2.  It follows that there exists 
exactly one non-gap a at P with 1 _< a_< 2n + 2. 
Because n(g~)= n, we have by definit ion 
l(2nP+ nQ) = n ÷ 1. (20) 
Assume that l (2nP)> 1. Again, there exists 1 <_i<_n such that 
l (2nP+iQ)=l (EnP+( i -  1)Q) (21) 
which gives us a contradiction as before. It follows that l(2nP)= 1, hence the first 
non-gap at P is at least 2n + 1. 
Together, this proves that the first non-gap at P is equal to 2n + 1 or 2n ÷ 2. [] 
Lemma 10. Under the same assumptions as made in Lemma 9, P has exactly 
b- n + 1 non-gaps between 2n and 2b + 2 for  each n <_ b <_ m. 
Proof. Let Q be as in the proof  of  Lemma 9. Formula (13) gives us 
l((2b + 2)P+ (b ÷ 1)Q) = 2b - n + 3 (22) 
hence 
l((2b + 2)P) = b - n + 2 (23) 
(as in the foregoing proofs, one has that l((2b + 2)P)>_ b -n  + 2 and if this is not 
equality, we obtain a contradiction). Hence P has b - n + 1 non-gaps at most equal 
to 2b ÷ 2. Together with Lemma 9, this proves the lemma. [] 
Lemma 11. Under the same assumptions as made in Lemma 9 one has that, i f  a is 
a non-gap at P such that a <_ 2m, then a + 2 is a non-gap at P and a + 1 is a gap at P.  
Proof. Let Q be as in the proof  of  Lemma 9. From Notat ion 2.10 in [6], it follows 
that 2mP + mQ is a special divisor on C. In particular, (a -  1)P is a special divisor 
on C, i.e. 
i ( (a -  I)P)_> I. (24) 
Assume that a + 1 is also a non-gap at P. Then 
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i((a + 1)P) = i(aP) = i((a- 1)P) (25) 
Because (a+ 1)P+ Q• (a -1 )P+g~ it follows that Q is not a fixed point of 
I(a + 1)P + Q i, hence 
i((a+ 1)P+Q)=i((a+ 1)P). (26) 
From (25) and (26) we obtain that 
i((a+ 1)P+Q)=i( (a-  1)P) 
and using (24) we conclude that 2P+Q is a fixed part of  IKc - (a -1 )P [ .  But 
2P + Q • g~, hence this is impossible. This proves that a + 1 is a gap at P. 
Assume that a is even, i.e., a=2b. Because of Lemma 9, b>_n+ 1. Moreover, 
b<_m. Because of Lemma 10, there are b-n  non-gaps between 2n and 2b and 
b - n + 1 non-gaps between 2n and 2b + 2. Hence 2b + 1 or 2b + 2 is a non-gap at P. 
Because of the above arguments, 2b + 1 is a gap at P,  hence 2b + 2 = a + 2 is a non- 
gap at P. 
Next, assume that a is odd, i.e., a= 2b + 1 with n< b<m. Because a is a non-gap 
at P, we have 
i (aP)=i((a-  1)P) (27) 
therefore P is a fixed point of IKc-(a-1)PI. It is already proved that a+l= 
2(b + 1) is a gap at P,  hence 
i((a + 1)P)= i (aP)-  1, (28) 
therefore P is not a fixed point of [Kc - aP[. It follows f rom Lemma 10 that there 
are exactly b -n  + 1 non-gaps between 2n and 2b + 2, hence a is the (b -n  + 1)-th 
non-gap at P (also using Lemma 9), therefore 
l(aP) = b - n + 2. (29) 
It follows from (27) that 
l ( (a-  1)P) = b -  n + 1. (30) 
On the other hand (a -1 )P+bQ• bg~ hence, because of  Lemma 2.6 in [6], 
l ( (a-  1)P+ bQ) = 2b - n + 1. (31) 
Combining (30) and (31), it follows that Q is a fixed point of Igc-(a- 1)PI. 
Let D'•  IKc-(a+ 1)P[. This divisor exists because P is not a fLxed point of 
I Kc - aP 1. l One has that D" + 2P • [K c - (a - 1)P l, hence D '  = D ~ + Q because Q is 
a fixed point of Igc-(a-l)PI. Let /5•g~ with P~Supp( /5 ) ,  then it follows that 
D+ D" e lKc - (a -  I)PI. 
J Erratum. Because a is odd, one has that a<_2m- 1, hence a+ 1 _<2m and we know that 2mP+mQ 
is special. 
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[Kc - (a -  1)P[, hence PeSupp(D")  and 
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But P is a fixed point of therefore 
peSupp(D').  It follows that P is a fixed point of [Kc- (a+ 1)P[, hence 
i((a+ 2)P)=i((a+ 1)P) (32) 
which means that a + 2 is a non-gap at P. [] 
From the preceding lemmas, the following result follows. 
proposition 12. Under the same assumptions a  made in Lemma 9, the gap sequence 
of P is 
(1,2,3,4, . . . ,2n -  1,2n,2n+e,2(n+ 1)+e, . . . ,2re+e) where ee {1,2}. 
Theorem 13. Let C be a smooth, irreducible lement of  [3H+ (4-g)L[  on Sk, t with 
k#:(g-2)/2 and let g~ be the linear system on Sk, t cut out by the ruling ILl on Sk, t. 
If Pc  C is an ordinary ramification point o f  the morphism f:  C -} pl associated to 
g~, then 
e = 2 if  and only i f  P e Rk. 
Proof. From Proposition 12, it follows that e = 2 if and only if P is not a fixed point 
of 1(2m+l)P[.  If the latter condition holds, then P is not a fixed point of 
[(2m+ 1)P+ mQI = [mg~ + P[. In particular, Pe  Supp(E) where {E} = IKc-mg~l. 
From Lemma 5, it follows that E= C. Rk, hence P e Rk. 
Conversely, if PeR k, i.e., PeSupp(C.Rk) ,  then P is not a fixed point of 
[mg~+PI. Then, from formula (13), it follows that 
l((2m + 1)P+ mQ) = m + (m - n + 2). (33) 
In particular, it follows that 
l((2m + 1)P)>_m-n+2. 
Because there are exactly m - n + 1 non-gaps at most equal to 2m + 2 (Lemmas 8 and 
9), it follows that 
l((2m + 1)P) = m - n + 2. (34) 
Also, because there are exactly m-  n non-gaps at most equal to 2m, it follows that 
l(2mP) = m - n + 1. (35) 
Combining (34) and (35), it follows that P is not a fixed point of [(2m + I)P[, which 
completes the proof of the theorem. [] 
Remark 14. I f  n = (g -  1)/3, then deg(Kc - mg~) =0, hence the Weierstrass gap se- 
quence of  each ordinary ramification point is equal to 
( l ,2 ,3 ,4 , . . . ,2n-  l ,2n,2n+ l,2n+ 3,2n+ 5,. . . ,2m+ l) in this case. 
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Lemma 15. Let (g-  1)/3<n<g/2 and let t~Rn- l  on the rational normal SCroll 
Sn_ l, g- n- 1. Let L t = (t, dp(t)). The linear system [3H+ (4 - g)L [ cuts out on L t ~_ ~1 
the complete Linear system g]. 
Proof. We write X instead of S,,_ l.g-n-i. Consider the exact sequence 
0 ~ g;~x(3H+ (3- g)L) ~ ~qx(3H+ (4 -  g)L)-, ~L,(3H+ (4 -  g)L)-'*O. 
It is enough to prove that Hi(X, 6x(3H+ (3-g)L))  = 0 because this would imply 
that 
H°(X, 6x(3H + (4 - g)L)) ~ H°(Lt, ~L,(3H + (4 -- g)L)) 
is surjective. Because (Rt. Kx) = k-  l -  2 < 0 (for K x - see formula (6)), it follows 
from formula (9) in Lemma 3 that 
dim(]Rt[)=l-k+ 1
hence dim(]Rt I)> 1. Let R~, R~' and R7 be three different irreducible lements of 
IRtl and let Ll , . . . ,  L3n-z be differem lines of ILl (one has that n > (g-1) /3  hence 
3n>_g. If 3n=g, then we take no line). One has that 
R~ + R7 + RT' + Ll + ... + Z3n_gE ]3n- (g -  3)Z]. 
This divisor is connected. Indeed, if 3n>g, then this follows from (Rl -L)= 1 (use 
formulas (7') and (5)) and if 3n =g, then this follows from (R t • R t) = l -k  (same 
formulas) and l> k because n~k g/2. Moreover, (L. Kx)=-2  <O and (Rt. Kx)<O. 
Therefore, from Lemma 3, it follows that 13H+ (3- g)LI contains a smooth, ir- 
reducible divisor (~. From the Adjunction Formula (see, e.g., [8]), we obtain that 
g((~)= g -  2. 
Consider the exact sequence 
Ox-  ex( ) ec(O) o. 
This gives us the exact sequence 
Hi(  x,  ¢?x)--" H1( X, g/x(~)) -~ Hi(  (~, tYo(C)). 
Because X is rational, one has that Hi (x ,  tYx)=O. Hence in order to prove that 
HI(X, g~x(O))=O, it is enough to prove that HI(C, 80(0) ) =0. But 
(C. C) = 9(g-  2) + 6(3 - g) = 3g. 
Clearly 3g > 2g-6 ,  hence [t~[ induces a non-special linear system on ¢~. Therefore, 
@(C?)) =0. [] 
Proposition 16. Assume that (g -  1)/3 < n < g/2. There exists a trigonal curve C of 
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genUS g such that the linear system g] on C is of  the n-th kind and f :  C ~ ~ l, the 
tnorphism associated to g~, has an ordinary ramification point whose gap sequence 
is equal to 
(1,2,3,4, . . . ,  2n -  1,2n,2n + 2, . . . ,2 (g -n -  1)+2).  
proof. Because of Theorem 13, it is enough to prove that, for each 
(g- 1)/3 < n <g/2 and t e R n_ 1 on S n_ l,g-~- l, there exists a smooth, irreducible 
element C of 13H+ (4 -g )L [  such that C. L t= 2t + t for some /'~Lt \ {t} where 
Lt=(t ,O(t ) ) .  Because of  Lemma 15 one has that E2,t~,E3, t where Ei, t= 
{Ee 13H+ (4 -  g)Ll: E. L t >_ it} for i e {2, 3} is a projective space. From Proposi- 
tion 7, it follows that E3, t has a smooth, irreducible element. Hence, a general 
element C of  E2, t is also smooth and irreducible and C¢~Ea, t gives us that C.  L t is 
as required. [] 
Proposition 17. I f  (g -  1)/3 _< n < g/2, then there exists a trigonal curve C o f  genus 
g such that the linear system g~ on C is of  the n-th kind and f :  C ~ ~ l, the mor- 
phism associated to g~, has an ordinary ramification point whose gap sequence is 
equal to 
(1,2,3,4, . . . ,  2n -  1,2n,2n + 1,2n + 3, . . . ,2 (g -n -  1)+ 1). 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 5.1 in [6] that for each (g -1 ) /3<n<g/2  there 
exists a trigonal curve C of genus g such that a morphism f :  C--* ~P~ of degree 3 has 
0nly ordinary ramification points. Because (C. Rn_ ~) = 3n -g+ 1, it follows that f 
has at most 3n -g  + 1 ordinary ramification points whose gap sequences are not the 
desired one. But f has 2g + 4 ordinary ramification points, hence some of them do 
have the desired Weierstrass gap sequence. [] 
Theorem 18. (1) Each gap sequence 
(1,2,3,4, . . . ,  2m-  1, 2m,2m + 1,2m + 3,2m + 5, . . . ,  2(m + t) + 1) 
with t < m is a Weierstrass gap sequence. 
(2) Each gap sequence 
(1, 2, 3, 4, . . . ,  2m - 1, 2m, 2m + 2, 2m + 4, . . . ,  2(m + t) + 2) 
is a Weierstrass gap sequence. 
Proof. In order that the second sequence is a gap sequence, it is necessary that t < m. 
In both cases, the genus of the gap sequence is g = 2m + t + 1. Because t<_ m, one has 
(g- 1)/3 < m _< (g -  1)/2, while m = (g -  1)/3 if t = m (in which case the second se- 
quence is not a gap sequence). The existence of the Weierstrass gap sequence follows 
from Proposit ion 16 (second sequence) and Proposit ion 17 (first sequence). [] 
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In [7], a proof is announced for the fact that each gap sequence of genus g and 
of weight w satisfying a~ > w, where a~ is the first non-gap, is a Weierstrass gap 
sequence. Below, we show that we obtain Weierstrass gap sequences not included 
in this category of gap sequences. 
Example 19. The weight of the first kind of gap sequence in Theorem 18 is equal 
to (t + l)t/2. Its first non-gap is equal to 2m + 2. This gap sequence does not belong 
to the category mentioned above as soon as 2m + 2<_ (t+ 1)t/2. For a fixed m, there 
exists such a gap sequence as soon as 4m+4<_rn2+m hence m>4.  If m=4, then 
it is necessary that t = 4. This case gives us the gap sequence 
(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 11, 13, 15, 17). 
Its first non-gap is equal to 10, its weight is also equal to 10. 
The weight of the second kind of gap sequence in Theorem 18 is equal to 
(t+ 1)(t+2)/2. Its first non-gap is equal to 2m+ 1. This gap sequence does not 
belong to the category mentioned above as soon as 2m + 1 _< (t ÷ 1)(t + 2)/2. For a 
fixed m, there exists such a gap sequence as soon as 4m + 2<_mE÷ m hence m >-4. 
If m = 4, then it is necessary that t = 3. This case gives us the gap sequence 
(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8, 10, 12, 14, 16). 
Its first non-gap is 9, its weight is 10. 
Remark 20. I think it is possible to give finer results than those obtained in [6] if 
one also involves the ordinary ramification points and their gap sequences. Maybe 
one could give an easier proof for Theorem 5.1 in [6] if one works on rational nor- 
mal scrolls. 
Notes. (1) The results of D. Eisenbud and J. Harris announced in [7] and mentioned 
before Example 19, can be found in their preprint "Existence, decomposition and 
limits of certain Weierstrass points" dated December 1984. 
(2) The Weierstrass gap sequences obtained in Theorem 18 have the following 
symmetry: if k is a gap, then (4m + 2t + 3) - k is a non-gap. This fact is noticed b) 
the referee. 
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